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Abstract 

 

Isabel de Bobadilla the younger, the first and only female governor of Cuba and married to 

Castilian conquistador Hernando de Soto, often has been written out of the historical record. 

Although she has been mentioned in many monographs, articles, and books about Hernando de 

Soto, she still does not have the same level of attention from historians as her husband or her 

father, who was the conquistador Pedro Arias (Pedrarias) Davila. My research questions are, 

firstly, what social situations allowed for Isabel de Bobadilla (the younger) to rise to become the 

first and only female governor of Cuba from 1539-1544? Secondly, what led to her history being 

documented but only included in Hernando de Soto’s history rather than having a 

historiographical record of her own? My working theory is that Hernando de Soto was able to 

appoint her as his direct successor because of a Spanish law that allowed for a woman to take 

over her husband’s trade if she became widowed. In order to explore this line of investigation, I 

will be relying on documents from the Spanish Archives as well as work from historians like 

Asunción Lavrin, Woodrow Borah, and William Phillips to have a better understanding of the 

social situation at the time that allowed for her rise to power. 
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Process Analysis 

 Creating this thesis was one of the most difficult yet rewarding things I have done during 

my college career. It all started with a late-night Wikipedia search about Hernán Cortés, which 

somehow ended on Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger. Learning that she was the first and only 

female governor of Cuba sparked an interest in me that I could not ignore. I was excited to get to 

be able to apply the research skills I had been learning in my history classes to this project. 

Knowing how to dig through historiography, which is how other historians have written about 

history, to determine what was fact and what was interpretation was incredibly helpful for this 

project, given that most of the information available on Isabel is from secondary source 

recordings and analysis rather than primary source documents. In addition, given that I do not 

have access to archival research, being able to parse through historiography gave me a sense of 

who Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger might have been and separate her biography from legend.  

 In addition to my skills as a young historian, this project also incorporated my other 

major, Spanish, to better have access to primary and secondary sources. I was lucky enough to 

find some digitized documents through the Spanish national archives and, although my sixteenth 

century Spanish is rusty, it was helpful to be able to see those documents to add a level of 

richness to the project. For other primary sources I used, especially the websites I found that told 

the story of La Giraldilla, I was also able to use my Spanish translation and comprehension skills 

to incorporate those sources as evidence into my paper. Given as well that this project was over 

Latin American history, there were a few secondary sources I found that were written purely in 

Spanish. I was able to incorporate these sources into my paper via translation. I am very grateful 

to have found a project that played to both of my majors and combined them in one piece rather 

than having to favor one over the other.  
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 One of the main things I realized about myself through this project was I love research, 

but I hate academic writing. Over the course of this past semester, I have been more seriously 

considering a career in the film industry helping to bridge the gap between historians and the 

general public. This project taught me that I do enjoy research and historiography and digging 

into historical controversy but turning those findings into a formal, academic paper is like pulling 

teeth. I caught myself guessing at historical motive and wondering what these people might have 

felt as they went about their lives. I wanted to be able to fill in the gaps between what historical 

fact gave us and what we know about human nature. I also discovered that I love to live in the 

world between historical fact, storytelling, myth, and legend. A career that somehow combines 

both research skills and creatively expressing the results of that research would be incredibly 

fulfilling for me, and I feel affirmed in my desire to combine history and creative writing, even 

though it is a little unconventional.  

 This project is significant because it digs into the life of an overlooked woman in history, 

which there are still too many of. I hope this project will help to change the overwhelming focus 

in early modern Latin American history away from men to give us a more balanced and equal 

view of the past. The historical world is just as diverse and interesting as our modern world is 

today, yet often in our portrayals of history, especially in textbooks, we forget how complex it 

really was. This study hopes to complicate the narrative and bring to light another voice that has 

been overshadowed by other voices for too long.  
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Isabel de Bobadilla: Myth, Memory, Mentiras 

 High atop the watchtower of the Castillo de la Real Fuerza in what is now Havana, Cuba, 

sits a lone sculpted figure of a woman. Although the artist’s original intent is still unclear, local 

legend now states that this statuette, la giraldilla, was meant to interpret the first and only female 

governor of the island, Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger. Isabel, wife of Hernando de Soto, was 

left in charge when he set off in 1539 to further explore the new territory of La Florida.1 She 

remained in Cuba and in control of the island until news of his death reached her in Havana on 

December 4th, 1543, when she made preparations to return to Spain.2 She left the island in 

spring of 1544.3 According to the legend of la giraldilla, Isabel died of a broken heart, mourning 

the death of her beloved husband, who never returned to Cuba.  

 Although she was a remarkable woman from a remarkable Spanish family, her mother 

being directly related to Beatriz de Bobadilla, the legend of the statue is the strongest piece of 

historical information that we have left about her. In addition to her heritage, she was also 

married to the explorer Hernando de Soto, who has hundreds of journal articles and biographies 

written about him and his life. Isabel, on the other hand, has been largely overlooked. She played 

a significant role in his life and success by elevating his social status in the Spanish court and, 

most significantly, took over his position as the governor of the island of Cuba as he set off to 

complete his legendary exploration of La Florida.4 In spite of an extraordinary and high-status 

and high-profile life, Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger has been largely ignored by history. 

 
1 Lawrence A. Clayton, The De Soto Chronicles: The Expedition of Hernando De Soto into North  
America in 1539-1543 (Tuscaloosa, AL, 1993), 485. 
2 Clayton, De Soto Chronicles, 489. 
3 Shannon Lalor, “The Two Doñas: Aristocratic Women and Power in Colonial Cuba,” in The Spanish 
Carribean and the Atlantic World in the Long Sixteenth Century, ed. Ida Altman, David Wheat (Lincoln: 
University of Nebraska Press, 2019), 109. 
4 Clayton, De Soto Chronicles, 489. 
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Although there is now work being done on her by researchers like Francisco Maura, Ida Altman, 

and Shannon Lalor, she has not had nearly as much study dedicated to her as to her 

contemporaries, such as her husband Hernando de Soto.  

This study seeks to amend that by exploring further the circumstances that allowed for a 

woman to hold the highest amount of power in a colonial territory while still operating within a 

patriarchal system. What were the specific circumstances and situations that allowed for Isabel 

de Bobadilla the Younger to hold immense amounts of power while still operating within a 

restrictive legal and social system?  I argue that, even though she held this power, her power did 

not overturn the social systems at the time because her operation of power was socially 

acceptable given that it was granted through the legal permission of her husband. Her holding of 

power has continued to be seen as non-radical through her historical remembrance as a woman 

who died of a broken heart after the death of her husband.  

 Additionally, this study seeks to fill the gap in the literature and provide a starting point 

for other researchers looking to study the life of Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger more deeply in 

the future. As will be discussed later in this paper, some of the reasons why Isabel may have 

been ignored by historians could be both confusions in historiography as well as confusions in 

the historical record itself. Although this study cannot be all encompassing due to limited access 

to resources and materials, it seeks to provide a good foundation and paper trail for other 

historians to continue the work in the future of telling the stories of the great women who stood 

beside the great men we are already familiar with. Hopefully, this research will bring into 

popular consciousness the truth of the history behind Isabel and her life rather than exclusively 

relying on the legend of La Giraldilla. Although Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger was a historical 

figure, she continues to be embodied in the historical consciousness of the island of Cuba 
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through her legendary representation in the statue of La Giraldilla. What, then, is the role of 

legend in history? How do historical research and legend intertwine and why are both important 

and necessary in our work as historians? 

 In order to begin this study and clarify the issues in the historical record, it is important to 

first begin with a discussion of the historiography to see how historians have thought about her 

and represented her throughout time. In beginning to research a historical figure such as Isabel de 

Bobadilla the Younger, there are a few apparent issues that present themselves. First is the lack 

of explicit historiography available about her. Secondly is the confusion that historians 

sometimes have between her and her mother, also called Isabel de Bobadilla. Thirdly is the lack 

of contemporary historians, such as Bartolomé de las Casas, recognizing her on a national level. 

Lastly is the fact that, although Isabel predates her in taking over the island of Cuba and was in 

charge of the island for much longer, Beatriz de la Cueva gets the credit for being the first female 

governor in the Americas.  

 The first main issue in beginning this study of the life of Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger 

was the lack of explicit historiography about her life. Although the life of her husband is well 

studied and documented by historians such as Edwards Gaylord Bourne, Lawrence Clayton, 

Gloria A. Young and Michael P. Hoffman there is no such biography available about the life of 

Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger, although this is being amended through studies by Shannon 

Lalor. Although these works focus on Hernando de Soto, they do mention Isabel de Bobadilla 

the Younger in limited sections in relation to Hernando de Soto’s leaving and transfer of power. 

For this study, then, I relied heavily on such sources in addition to the limited information 

available about her not in relation to her husband to be able to get a sense of how contemporary 

historians have written about, and not written enough about, her life.  
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 What little research and narratives exist about Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger also, at 

times, have the issue of being completely inaccurate through combining the lives of Isabel de 

Bobadilla the Elder and Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger. For example, in her work “Señoras... 

no ordinarias”, Cuban studies professor Sherry Johnson writes:  

Isabel's first husband, Pedro d'Arias (Pedrarias), was one of the conquerors of Central 

America, who was subsequently rewarded with the governorship of Nicaragua. In 

compliance with the decrees that dictated that married men must bring their wives with 

them to the Indies, Isabel accompanied d'Arias to Central America in 1514. After Arias's 

death in 1531, Isabel returned to Spain, where she married Hernán de Soto. Later, in 

similar fashion, she would accompany her new husband to his post in Cuba, from whence 

he would launch his expedition to conquer Florida.5 

Although this narrative makes sense, given that Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger was married 

unusually late for her social class and Pedrarias did die before she married Hernando de Soto, 

this account is not accurate. Isabel de Bobadilla the Elder, who was the mother of Isabel de 

Bobadilla the Younger, was married to Pedrarias. She then returned to Spain after his death6. 

Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger met her future husband Hernando de Soto through his work 

with her father, Pedrarias, but the daughter was not at any point married to her father. Isabel de 

Bobadilla the Younger was his daughter, with Isabel de Bobadilla the Elder being married to 

Pedrarias, but both mother and daughter shared the same name.  

 There is another layer of confusion that gets added as well, given that Spanish naming 

traditions are very different from English ones. Spanish naming traditions give both the mother’s 

and father’s last name to any children in the marriage. This tradition is still in place today, with 

hyphenated last names like Miranda-Reyes. In translation, Isabel de Bobadilla y Peñalosa, who 

in this paper is referred to as Isabel de Bobadilla the Elder, carries the two last names of both of 

her familial relations, both family lines being high ranking nobles in the Spanish court. This 

 
5 Sherry Johnson, “Senoras... no ordinarias,” Cuban Studies 34 (2003): 1-10.  
6 Lalor, “The Two Doñas,” 109.  
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naming tradition gets lost in English, as Isabel the Elder loses her second last name to merely go 

by Isabel de Bobadilla. Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger, sometimes also called Ines de Bobadilla 

in the historical record, also would have held multiple last names that get lost in translation into 

English, which make mother and daughter even more difficult to tell apart in the less-precise 

English language historical record.  

 This confusion of name in the historical record also goes to show that Isabel de Bobadilla 

the Younger does not have a strong enough presence in the historiography of the period in order 

to become codified. The people and places that are more present in our historical discourse take 

on their own names in the language historians are working with rather than remaining a direct 

usage of the original name. The fact that either of the Isabel de Bobadillas’ names have not been 

anglicized points to the lack of historical discourse surrounding her and helps to fuel the 

confusion between her and her mother. If they had been studied enough, there would have been a 

clear distinction made between their names, and their names, more than likely, would have been 

anglicized for us English-speaking scholars studying them.  

This confusion in historical record is understandable, given that both Isabels had similar 

patterns of life in journeying to the Americas, being considered mujeres varoniles, which was a 

Spanish patriarchal term applied to women who seemed to overcome the weakness of their 

nature to adopt the good qualities of men, who were considered to be morally superior.7 In 

addition, they were both married to conquistadores, not to mention that they shared almost 

identical names. These sorts of issues could be part of the reason why other historians have been 

more hesitant to begin to uncover aspects of Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger’s life. Combined 

 
7 Asunción Lavrin, “In search of the colonial woman in Mexico: the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,” 
in Latin American Women: Historical Perspectives, ed. Asunción Lavrin (Westport: Greenwood Press, 
1978), 25. 
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with the scarce documentation available, especially in comparison with the lives of Pedro 

D’Avila or Hernando de Soto, this confusion in the historical record makes the difficult task of 

studying the life of Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger even more complex.  

Now that a better distinction has been established between Isabel de Bobadilla the 

Younger and Elder, before continuing to dig into issues of the historiography surrounding her 

tenure as governor of Cuba, it is first important to have an understanding of the biographical and 

societal information that shaped Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger at this time and allowed for her 

rise to power. Although there is little documentation about the early life of Isabel de Bobadilla 

the Younger, it is still important to have both an understanding of her biographical information 

and familial relationships, given the influence that both had in determining her future control 

over the island of Cuba. It would be impossible and imprudent to conduct this study without also 

observing the other men and women related to Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger at this time.  

Her parents, as mentioned earlier, were Pedro Arias D’Avila, also known as Pedrarias, 

who was the colonial governor of Nicaragua and held an influential position in the Spanish court, 

mostly due to his marriage to Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger’s mother, Isabel de Bobadilla y 

Peñalosa, referred to in this paper as Isabel de Bobadilla the Elder. Pedrarias, his family having 

converted from Judaism to Christianity in the time of the Spanish inquisition, was able to obtain 

a high level of trust and social status from the Spanish government and prove himself as a 

Christian through his marriage to Isabel de Bobadilla the Elder, whose family had a much longer 

history of Christianity in their bloodline. In addition to the faith background of the family, Isabel 

de Bobadilla the Elder’s family also held a high position in the Spanish court, given that she was 

the niece of Beatriz de Bobadilla, who had close ties to Christopher Columbus and was a 

confidant of Queen Isabel the Catholic.  
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Her mother was one of the first Spanish women to go to the new territories discovered for 

the crown. Not to be intimidated by the perils of conquest,  Isabel de Bobadilla the Elder, when 

her husband was first called to Nicaragua, wrote a letter to her him stating: 

 Dearest husband, it seems to me that we were united in the marital yoke at such a young  

age in order to live together, unseparated. Wherever luck may take you, even between the  

ferocious waves of the ocean, even in the horrible perils of the earth, know that I must be  

with you. No danger can threaten to be too great, no kind of death can take place that  

would be worse than living separated from you by such a great distance. It is better to die 

once and have them throw me into the sea to have my body eaten by fish or by cannibals 

on land than to be consumed by continuous and perpetual grief and sadness waiting, not 

for a husband, but for letters. This is my resolution, not rashly or hastily taken, nor 

influenced by womanly emotion, but maturely thought through. Choose one of these two 

things: that you cut my throat with a sword or you consent to me in what I ask.8 

This letter shows clearly, in Isabel the elder’s own words, the spirit that led to her 

contemporaries considering her to be just as valuable as a man, especially in the work of the 

conquest. As historian Francisco Maura writes, “if any woman had to take credit for having been 

the most involved in the entire process of Spanish colonization in the New World, Doña Isabel 

would take the top spot.”9 In addition to supporting the conquest through following her husband, 

three of her daughters married important conquistadores, including Isabel de Bobadilla the 

Younger.  

 Isabel de Bobadilla the Elder was also recognized by her contemporaries for her strong 

spirit and willingness to engage in controversy. Bartolomé de las Casas, a Spanish priest, 

historian, and contemporary of Isabel de Bobadilla the Elder described her as being a “matrona 

varonil”, meaning a woman who eschewed the characteristics of the ‘weaker sex’ to adopt the 

fortitude and courage of a man.10 Growing up in this environment with this attitude towards her 

 
8 Juan Francisco Maura, Españolas de ultramar en la historia y en la literatura (La Universitat de 
Valencia, 2005), 93. Translation mine. 
9 Maura, Españolas de ultramar, 97. Translation mine.  
10 Maura, Españolas de ultramar, 93. 
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mother could have strongly influenced Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger and the way that she saw 

herself, her role in the colonial world, and her sex in all of these contexts.  

 Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger and Hernando de Soto met through her father, Pedrarias. 

Pedrarias met De Soto when he had come from Spain to the Americas to make a name for 

himself, took a liking to him, and sent him on the expedition with Pizzaro to conquer Peru.11 

There, De Soto proved himself as a competent and capable conqueror. Upon his return to Spain, 

De Soto and Isabel the younger were married in 1537, according to historian Francisco Maura, 

which is one of the few major dates that we have in the historical record for Isabel de Bobadilla 

the Younger.12  Not much is known about her early life living in Spain given that there is scarce 

documentation surrounding her childhood.  

 Being in her thirties when she married De Soto, Isabel de Bobadilla married late for her 

age and social class—most Spanish women from noble families being married at a younger age. 

However, her late marriage gave her additional protections under Spanish law not afforded to 

women who married before the age of twenty-five. Spanish women who married after that age 

could demand a prenuptial agreement which could provide them with certain advantages of legal 

status not offered to women who were married younger than twenty-five.13 

 In 1537, after an audience with the king afforded to him by his new status as a 

conquistador and his advantageous marriage into the Bobadilla family, Hernando de Soto was 

appointed as governor of Cuba and adelantado of the newly discovered territory of La Florida.14 

The adelantado was a position of significant power, which had first developed as a military 

position during the Spanish reconquista. According to historian Mark Burkholder, “The term 

 
11Clayton, De Soto Chronicles, 47. 
12 Maura, Españolas de ultramar, 98. 
13 Lavrin, “Colonial woman in Mexico,” 30. 
14 Lalor, “The Two Doñas,” 95. 
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adelantado was employed in medieval Castile for the military and political governor of a frontier 

province... Typically, an adelantado held the military title of captain-general and served as 

governor and chief magistrate over the men in the expedition.”15 This quote helps to clarify what 

De Soto’s role was in this expedition to the new world and how that position differed from a 

governorship. Instead of entering into a territory that had already been established under the 

Spanish legal system, De Soto’s job was to conquer the area and introduce the Spanish system 

through force.  

The next year, 1538, he, his crew, and his new wife Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger set 

sail for the island of Cuba.16 They arrived in San Cristobal de La Habana that same year, and in 

1539, Hernando de Soto left La Habana to fulfill his duty to the king and conquer La Florida. 

Before he left, he transferred all his power and possessions to his wife, never again to return to 

Cuba or her.17 Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger came into power in Cuba in May 1539, when her 

husband signed over all possessions, property, and wealth to her to do with as she pleased and 

appointed other lawyers and administrators over it as she pleased.18 This transfer of power, even 

giving a whole entire island to a woman, would have been acceptable, if unusual, in Spanish 

patriarchal society for a couple of reasons, but before explaining the reasons, it is important to 

have a good understanding of what the patriarchy meant in the context of early modern Spain 

and how it manifested itself.  

In her work “In search of the colonial woman in Mexico: the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries” historian Asunción Lavrin gives an excellent outline of the Spanish patriarchal system 

 
15 Mark A. Burnholder, “Adelantado,” in Encyclopedia of Latin American History and Culture, 2nd  

ed., ed. Jay Kinsbruner and Erick D. Langer, (Detroit: Charles Scribner's Sons, 2008), 23. 
16 A gentleman of Elvas, A Narrative of the Expedition of Hernando de Soto into Florida, trans. Richard 
Hackluyt (London: 1609), https://www.gutenberg.org/files/34997/34997-h/34997-h.htm. 
17 Clayton, De Soto Chronicles, 484. 
18 Clayton, De Soto Chronicles, 488. 

https://www.gutenberg.org/files/34997/34997-h/34997-h.htm
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and how that system manifested itself in the Americas. As a general overview, she states “the 

image of a woman in colonial society was the creation of men. Women were told what was 

womanly and how to behave accordingly by men such as intellectuals, leading educators, or 

spiritual directors.”19 This quote shows that, due to societal expectations and constraints and the 

definition of femininity being based on a male perspective, many women were not given the 

access to education or discussion that would have allowed for them to create their own societal 

definitions for themselves. Because the definition of the femenine was based on a male 

perspective, the definition of masculinity was considered to be more complete or important at the 

time and women were viewed as merely weaker versions of men. As Fray Martín de Córdoba 

wrote in his book of advice for women, “women were advised that, though ‘female in nature, 

they should strive to become male in virtue.’”20 This attitude clearly upholds the idea of a 

“matrona varonil” which was discussed earlier. In the perspective of the patriarchy, a woman 

who acted as a man was more valuable because she was able to overcome herself and her weaker 

nature to adopt the virtues of a man, such as Isabel de Bobadilla the Elder did in her brash 

statements about leaving with her husband to colonize the Americas.  

Spanish hierarchy was not solely based on patriarchal assumptions. Class and social 

status also played a large influence in who received power. In addition to being stratified based 

on sex, Spanish society was also subdivided into socioeconomic classes, so that not all men were 

considered superior to women. Women of high rank, such as Isabel de Bobadilla or like Queen 

Isabel the Catholic were considered to be superior to noblemen ranked lower than them and 

 
19 Lavrin, “Colonial Woman in Mexico,” 25. 
20 Ibid. 
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superior to commoners. Class structures worked together with a patriarchal system to create a 

complex interweaving that was the backdrop for Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger’s society.21  

Now, in the face of all of these societal structures, how was it that Isabel de Bobadilla the 

Younger was both able to rise to and maintain power? The first reason being that the woman 

who was given power was of an important and powerful Spanish family, as shown above by her 

lineage and family relationships. Although she was not a man, according to historian Asunción 

Lavrin, Spanish society ranked women of high class above peasant men.22 The patriarchy, 

therefore, in Spain was not exclusively based on gender and the subservience of women. It was 

also heavily based in class and social status, which Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger had plenty 

of, both resulting from her birth and from her marriage to a successful conquistador. Given this 

context, what Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger did during her tenure as governor of Cuba could 

be interpreted as upholding the patriarchy, given that she was virtuously performing a job 

typically assigned to men. Given her mother’s status as a matrona varonil, that label might have 

applied to Isabel as well, making her more able to work within the framework of Spanish society, 

hold power, and be accepted by her peers despite her unusual position as governor.  

Secondly, according to Latin American woman’s historian Francisco Maura, “life on the 

frontier, either in medieval Castile or in New Spain, gave women much more agency than would 

normally be expected in a bureaucratic and centralized society.”23 Part of the reason, then, why 

Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger was granted power over the island was because, in the 

Americas, Spanish women were granted much more power and agency than their counterparts 

back home in large Castilian cities, such as in Toledo or Madrid. Even in those large cities, 

 
21 Lavrin, “Colonial Woman in Mexico,” 26. 
22 Lavrin, “Colonial Woman in Mexico,” 31. 
23 Maura, Españolas de ultramar, 95. Translation mine.  
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though, there were still strong examples of female leadership, shown most clearly by the reign of 

Queen Isabella, but the fact that Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger lived in and controlled one of 

the frontier colonies made her exercise of power even more acceptable to Spanish society.  

Lastly, Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger’s control over the island was also supported by 

the Spanish system because her power came from her husband. This is important for two 

reasons. Firstly, Spanish legal codes allowed for a husband to leave his possessions and even his 

profession to his wife in the case that he died. As historian Asunción Lavrin writes in her study 

“The Colonial Woman in Mexico”,  

Whether they administered their wealth or simply enjoyed their incomes, widows wielded 

a great deal of power, especially if they belonged to the upper and richer segment of 

society. Many of the women of the propertied classes had the confidence of their 

husbands, as evident in their wills. Women were thus entrusted with preserving the 

legacy of the family’s patrimony, an undertaking that some performed with excellent 

results.24  

Although her research mainly focuses on how the legal system applied in colonial Mexico, this 

research and line of thinking also clearly applies to Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger. When her 

husband left Cuba on May 17, 1539, he had already signed and created a document that gave 

complete and total power to Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger over all of their possessions, 

including the governorship of Cuba. In this document, he explicitly outlines all of the activities 

that his wife may perform in his absence, such as power over all slaves, power to appoint and 

remove subjects from offices, power to collect payments and debt, and complete and ultimate 

power to make any decisions whatsoever about the estate.25 Although Isabel de Bobadilla the 

Younger was not yet a widow, De Soto clearly provided for her to completely take over all of 

 
24 Lavrin “The Colonial Woman in Mexico,” 41. 
25 Clayton, De Soto Chronicles, 486. 
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their possessions in case of his death in the Americas. It was good that he had the foresight to do 

so, given that he would never again return to the island of Cuba.  

 In addition, the promise to uphold and maintain the patrimony of the family was clearly 

carried out by Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger, both through her lawsuit against Hernán Ponce 

de Leon, which will be discussed at length later, and through the documentation of her 

possessions upon her husband’s death. In the document “Inventory of the Assets Left by the 

Adelantado Hernando de Soto Following His Death, 1543”, Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger, as 

required by Spanish law, made a public inventory of all of the possessions that Hernando de Soto 

had before their marriage and the possessions currently owned by her after the death of her 

husband.26 The list is an impressive, typed nine-page transcript of the original document which 

outlines all of the riches acquired and held by her. In addition, the items took six days to 

inventory and count.27 This document clearly shows Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger’s capacity 

for estate management and her legal competence. All of the possessions, which had not been 

touched nor managed for a little under four years by De Soto himself, still show an impressive 

display of family wealth that was maintained by Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger in the absence 

of her husband. Her work in maintaining the estate shows that she fulfilled her duty of 

maintaining her family’s patrimony and, as Lavrin said of others, did it with excellent results.  

Returning to historiography, specifically the historiography surrounding her tenure as 

governor, another issue for historians interested in studying in more depth the life of Isabel de 

Bobadilla the Younger is the fact that writings by contemporary historians about her life are few 

and far between. Although her mother, Isabel de Bobadilla the Elder, was written about by her 

contemporary, historian Bartolomé de Las Casas, I was not able to find any such evidence about 

 
26 Clayton, De Soto Chronicles, 489. 
27 Ibid.  
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the life of Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger. Although she is mentioned a few times by Rodrigo 

Ranjel, Hernando de Soto’s secretary, this was someone who had a connection with Hernando de 

Soto and therefore Isabel the Younger, rather than a historian writing about the people and times 

from a distance, like Bartolomé de las Casas. The fact that de las Casas wrote about Isabel de 

Bobadilla the Elder either implies that the two knew each other and had a personal relationship, 

or that news about her was fairly widely circulated in the Spanish colonial world and de las 

Casas was able to write about her because of information received through reports about her.  

Lastly, although Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger was given power of attorney and took 

command of the island of Cuba on May 17th, 1539 when her husband and the former governor 

Hernando de Soto left with a crew of men to explore what is now the southern American states, 

she is not credited with being the first female governor in colonial Latin America. In the 

historical record, that title goes to Beatriz de la Cueva, who was officially the governor of 

Guatemala for only a couple of weeks until her death in 1541.28 This title causes another blip in 

the historical record. Although Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger assumed the power and title of 

governor two years prior to Beatriz de la Cueva, she is still not popularly considered the first 

Latin American female governor. In addition, Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger was in power in 

the island of Cuba for much longer than two days. Her rule spanned from after her husband left 

in 1539 to 1544, when she returned to Spain.29 

Although Beatriz de la Cueva’s tenure as governor was much shorter than that of Isabel 

de Bobadilla the Younger’s, much more attention has been paid to her by historians, leaving a 

better paper trail of her administrative actions while in office. Although Isabel de Bobadilla’s 

 
28 Murdo J. MacLeod, “Cueva de Alvarado, Beatriz de la,” in Encyclopedia of Latin American History and 

Culture, 2nd ed., ed. Jay Kinsbruner and Erick D. Langer, (Detroit: Charles Scribner's Sons, 2008), 715. 
29 Clayton, De Soto Chronicles, 489. 
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work would have differed from the work of Beatriz de la Cueva’s, their proximity in time would 

potentially allow us to be able to look at the documentation available about Beatriz’ tenure and 

make a best estimate guess about what life and rule would have been like for Isabel de Bobadilla 

the Younger a figure who, despite her importance, provides us with very little documentation. In 

addition, another way to gain access to larger societal context and the work she might have done 

would be through comparing the legislation created by other Latin American governors during 

this same time period, 1539 to 1544. 

Although we have little information available to us about what Isabel de Bobadilla did 

during her tenure as governor, what little documentation remains shows us a capable, intelligent 

woman who was not afraid to take on other important Spanish houses. This is shown most 

clearly in her lawsuit against Hernán Ponce de León, De Soto’s old business partner who had a 

falling out with the adelantado.30 

More research will need to be done in the future to be able to completely understand the 

complex and lengthy document, but the fact of its filing and preservation shows that Isabel de 

Bobadilla the Younger took initiative in defending what possessions she had. She used the power 

given to her by De Soto when he left for Florida and was not merely a young widow pining, 

staring across the sea and waiting for her husband to return. In addition, this case clearly shows 

that Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger had a deep understanding of Spanish law and was able and 

willing to act on her own to protect herself and her husband’s legacy. Accused wrongfully, 

instead of waiting for the case to come to her, she acted and proactively filed the counter lawsuit 

against Ponce de Leon, which assured that he would not be able to oust her or her family of any 

of its wealth not properly owed to him. Although it is not mentioned in any of the documentation 

 
30 Lalor, “The Two Doñas”, 95. 
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that I was able to find, I imagine that Ponce de Leon chose this time to file the lawsuit because, 

he assumed, that Hernando de Soto’s recent departure for the territory of La Florida left his 

possessions open to be taken and the government weak. Instead, what he found was that Isabel 

de Bobadilla the Younger was every bit as capable as her husband and would not be taken 

lightly.  

This might also explain why the lawsuit itself is so long. One thousand pages is a 

substantial document, especially given that the document that gave Isabel de Bobadilla the rights 

to do with her husband’s possessions as she saw fit, which was incredibly detailed and thorough, 

was a mere 6 page transcript typed and printed.31 The original document, without a doubt, would 

have been more substantial, but would not have reached the length of one-thousand pages. 

Perhaps this was the regular length of lawsuits at the time, or perhaps Isabel de Bobadilla the 

Younger was sending a message through her legal prowess: that the Bobadilla-De Soto family, 

nor the island of Cuba, was left weak or vulnerable at this time of change and transition. In a 

colonial world where its inhabitants were constantly locked in struggles for power, this lawsuit 

clearly shows that Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger was both clearly competent in her 

understanding of both politics and the Spanish legal system, and intelligent, through her 

excellent use of political understanding and power dynamics.  

Although the documentation regarding Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger’s policies 

towards the indigenous populations of the island is difficult to find, it is possible to make 

reasonable guesses based on the information provided. According to historian Juan Perez de la 

Riva in his study “A World Destroyed”, which takes a closer look at the destruction and decline 

of the indigenous populations in Cuba, “in the space of forty years, a population of one hundred 

 
31 Clayton, De Soto Chronicles, 489. 
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thousand was reduced to less than five thousand, thanks to Spanish colonization.”32 The author 

later goes on to state that, in 1511, the indigenous population of the island was 100,000; in 1515, 

47,000; in 1520, 18,700; and in 1540, around the same time when Isabel de Bobadilla the 

Younger was given control over the island, the population had fallen to 5,450.33 After Isabel’s 

four years in office, in 1545 the population dropped again to a mere 4,800 indigenous peoples.34 

While the specific documentation of any policy changes Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger might 

have created are difficult to find, these numbers clearly show that she continued in the Spanish 

practice of racial genocide in her tenure as governor. This support might have been through 

direct violence against the indigenous people, but also through the continuation of an atmosphere 

that led to great mental distress for the indigenous peoples, leading to suicide, abortions, and 

coitus interruptus as a way to prevent the birth of new indigenous peoples in such a horrific 

landscape.35  

In addition to policies that directly dealt with the native peoples, she also helped to 

continue the Spanish practice of colonizing the land through livestock. In the document 

“Inventory of the Assets Left by the Adelantado Hernando de Soto Following His Death, 1543”, 

Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger makes a count of all of the possessions that she and her husband 

have accumulated throughout their marriage and now own.36 Among these possessions include 

multiple collections of pigs, such as two hundred head of pigs in Matabano, which is perhaps 

modern day Batabano, which is about 40 miles away from Havana, and four hundred and fifty 

 
32 Juan Pérez de la Riva, “A World Destroyed,” in The Cuba Reader: History, Culture, Politics, ed. Aviva 

Chomsky, Barry Carr, Alfredo Prieto, and Pamela Maria Smorkaloff, (Durham: Duke University Press, 
2019), 21. 
33 Pérez de la Riva, “A World Destroyed,” 24 
34 Ibid.  
35 Ibid. 
36 Clayton, De Soto Chronicles, 490. 
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head of pigs in Mayabeque, which is about 30 miles away from Havana.37 Of the six hundred 

and fifty total pigs, a little less than half (three hundred and fifty) are listed as being “from this 

year’s litter”.38 This high rate of pig birth both shows Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger’s 

excellence in estate management and her goal to colonize the island through the introduction of 

an invasive and extremely harmful species. In addition to pigs, the record also lists as 

possessions two unnamed female Indian slaves who gave birth to other slaves, Manuel and 

Fransicso.39 This statistical evidence, both of indigenous deaths and livestock counts, clearly 

shows that Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger was also an excellent governor in the eyes of 

Spanish society by continuing to spread the Spanish race and create new land and opportunities 

for Spanish farmers to immigrate to the Americas and take land.  

Although we have a rough overview of the life of Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger, more 

research, specifically in the Archivo General de las Indias in Seville, Spain, or in the Cuban 

National Archives in Havana, Cuba, would be required to have a more complete picture. I have 

done what I can with the sources available to me, but there is still significant research that 

remains to be done in order to clarify historical confusion and inaccuracy. Although this study is 

not all encompassing, it provides some of the first historiography over the life of this remarkable 

woman, leaving a paper trail and set of sources for future historians to follow. As a result of her 

being overshadowed by her husband in the line of historical inquiry, this study hopes to spark a 

line of investigation that would make the historical record more complex, balanced, and 

complete in its understanding of the early Spanish empire in the Americas, and its first female 

governor.  

 
37 Clayton, De Soto Chronicles, 491.  
38 Ibid. 
39 Clayton, De Soto Chronicles, 491.  
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In addition to the contemporary primary source documentation that exists from the time 

of Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger, a second set of more modern primary sources have been 

created due to the internet and its role in propagating cultural histories and legends. This is the 

main way now that Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger is remembered, through internet websites 

that talk about the importance of La Giraldilla as a symbol for the city of Havana. In these sites, 

Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger is not explored as an important historical figure who made a 

significant impact on the island of Cuba during her tenure as governor, but as a woman who was 

constantly watching and waiting for her husband to return. In the five most popular websites that 

appeared after entering the phrase “la leyenda de la giraldilla en La Habana”40, four of them 

mention “the story of love” that supposedly inspired the statue in their headlines alone. In 

addition to this story of love, three of them mention that the statue has become codified in Cuban 

memory as being the icon of the city of Havana.41  

In addition, one of the sites, “La Giraldilla, Una Historia de Amor Convertida en Símbolo 

de La Habana”42 opens the story with the sentence “They say that the beautiful Doña Isabel de 

Bobadilla (the Younger)... waited constantly during long hours for her husband in the 

watchtower of The Castillo de la Real Fuerza.”43 It is interesting to note that the website, which 

begins with calling Isabel beautiful, then fails to mention that she was in control of the island 

while her husband was away, instead choosing to focus on retelling the story of Hernando de 

Soto and his exploits in attempting to find the fountain of eternal youth in the Americas. The 

 
40 Translation: the legend of la giraldilla in Havana 
41The links for the websites mentioned are as follows:  https://www.ecured.cu/La_Giraldilla, 
https://norfipc.com/cuba/estatua-la-giraldilla-origen-leyenda.php, https://www.cibercuba.com/lecturas/la-
giraldilla-una-historia-de-amor-convertida-en-simbolo-de-la-habana, https://www.todocuba.org/conoce-la-
historia-amor-se-esconde-detras-la-giraldilla/, https://www.cuballama.com/blog/la-giraldilla-una-historia-
de-amor-convertida-en-simbolo-de-la-habana/, https://www.arteporexcelencias.com/en/node/25934 
42 “La Giraldilla: Una Historia de Amor,” accessed April 24, 2020, https://www.cuballama.com/blog/la-

giraldilla-una-historia-de-amor-convertida-en-simbolo-de-la-habana/ 
43 “La Giraldilla.” Translation mine.  

https://www.ecured.cu/La_Giraldilla
https://norfipc.com/cuba/estatua-la-giraldilla-origen-leyenda.php
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https://www.cibercuba.com/lecturas/la-giraldilla-una-historia-de-amor-convertida-en-simbolo-de-la-habana
https://www.todocuba.org/conoce-la-historia-amor-se-esconde-detras-la-giraldilla/
https://www.todocuba.org/conoce-la-historia-amor-se-esconde-detras-la-giraldilla/
https://www.cuballama.com/blog/la-giraldilla-una-historia-de-amor-convertida-en-simbolo-de-la-habana/
https://www.cuballama.com/blog/la-giraldilla-una-historia-de-amor-convertida-en-simbolo-de-la-habana/
https://www.arteporexcelencias.com/en/node/25934
https://www.cuballama.com/blog/la-giraldilla-una-historia-de-amor-convertida-en-simbolo-de-la-habana/
https://www.cuballama.com/blog/la-giraldilla-una-historia-de-amor-convertida-en-simbolo-de-la-habana/
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popular legend completely ignores Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger’s administrative support of 

the Spanish empire in her post and instead merely states that “the heartsick woman died, 

ultimately, from love. A few years later, an artist from the Canary Islands living in Havana, 

Gerónimo Martín Pinzón (1607-1649), was inspired by the woman who was a symbol of marital 

fidelity and hope, so he sculpted a figure of her in her memory.”44 This propagation of legend in 

and of itself is not inherently wrong to the memory of Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger. She very 

well might have loved her husband with her whole heart, waited for him for hours at the 

watchtower as the article states, and may even have died of grief.  

Where the issue comes in, though, is the fact that Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger is not 

remembered in popular culture for her administrative accomplishments or achievements, but 

only for her dedication to her husband. These legends do not present the whole story of the 

historical reality of who Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger was, which leads to the question of 

what information was passed down into legend, what was left out, and for what reasons. These 

websites are the most valid for use in this study because they receive the most internet traffic 

through appearing first in Google’s search engine, which means they play an important role in 

propagating and extending the legend of La Giraldilla and its purported basis in the life of Isabel 

de Bobadilla the Younger. 

Although more research would be required to determine what the artist’s intent was, 

Although these images were created without any intention of representing this historical figure, 

historical legend is often stronger than historical reality, as shown in the case of the life of this 

extraordinary woman. The legend and the emotion of La Giraldilla became Isabel de Bobadilla's 

 
44 “La Giraldilla”. Translation mine.  
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legacy, with information on historical legislation left behind and forgotten for future generations 

of historians to work through. 

Perhaps it is the existence of these legends as well that excused the tenure of Isabel de 

Bobadilla the Younger as the first female governor in Latin America. Although they have been 

handed down to us in modern times, these legends would have probably been connected with the 

original installation of the statue. The legend of her death of heartbreak and longing for return of 

her husband while ignoring the important legal and social contributions that Isabel would have 

made to the island could have been a way to excuse or soften her position of power in the 

Spanish patriarchy. The society at the time accepted her work over the course of four years as 

she was in charge, but after the end of her tenure, her rule was reduced to that of a heartsick 

widow, perhaps to maintain and uphold the idea of male dominance in governance. Whatever the 

case may be, Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger’s legacy as a woman who died from heartbreak is 

now more widely circulated than the fact that she was legally and socially in control of one of the 

most important outposts in the Spanish carribean at a time of turmoil and chaos caused by 

colonialism.  

Focusing now on Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger does not fix the historical injustice that 

has been done to her through her being largely ignored and understudied in favor of studying her 

husband and her father, nor do her great and interesting accomplishments exonerate her of the 

injustices that she more than likely supported against the native peoples of the island. The 

reason, then, why studies like these are important is to present us with a more balanced view of 

history— to show us a world that was stranger and more complex than we would be comfortable 

believing, but our work as historians is not to make the world a more comfortable or 

understandable place. Our job is to complicate narratives, ask questions, and correct errors when 
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we see them. Mostly, our job is to be in a constant relationship with the historical figures we 

study, asking what questions we can about their lives and times.  

In addition, this study does not seek to destroy or overturn the legend of La Giraldilla 

being based on the historical person of Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger. Although it is not based 

in any official research done by any historian, historical legend is equally as valuable and 

important as academically verifiable historical research because legends teach us more about the 

processes in the creation of history, especially the creation of history in popular consciousness, 

than research does. This study, then, does not seek to overturn or override the legend of La 

Giraldilla because that legend is as much a part of the cultural identity of Havana as historical 

fact is. Rather than overthrow the legend, this study seeks to help have a balanced understanding 

of the past, including legend, and holding those visions of the world, which are equally as 

important in the formation of culture and identity, side by side. 

The legend of La Giraldilla and the story of Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger are both 

important ones with significant value for researchers. While their difference in historical 

documentation and reality, as we know it, may separate them, they are both crucial in 

understanding the historical past that the real Isabel de Bobadilla the Younger would have lived 

in, and the historical processes and societal attitudes that turned her into La Giraldilla.  
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